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First time and simultaneously asking her to go Dutch—well—that kind of nerve deserves to be squelched! But what if the guy was somebody she liked and had dated several times, a nice boy who might legitimately and temporarily have run out of spare cash?

109. DUND DATE BECOMES EXCITING & DISCOVERY THAT HE'S A TRACK STAR & A CONVERTIBLE.

112. Find out his height in advance.

115. Chances are, when a fellow asks you out for dinner, you're someone pretty special in his life. A dinner-date means he doesn't mind spending a wallet full of wampum on you—and more important, a great deal of time just sitting across a table from you with—nothing to do but eat and talk. And it all also means he expects to be proud of you as he follows you and the headwaiter to the table.

119. OCCASIONAL VISITS TO HER HOUSE: "A worthwhile investment in your evenings with him—away from home.

24. Because the nature of our dating system it's easier for a guy to end a relationship.